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This presentation is based on a paper
accepted for publication at Drug and
Alcohol Review earlier this month.

What is drug checking or pill testing?
Defining features
•
•
•
•

Consumer submits drugs for testing
Service determines chemical composition of drugs (? dose)
Results of these analyses are shared
Aims to improve public health and safety

Variable features
•
•
•
•

Wait times
Setting of testing
Type of analytic testing conducted
Funding model
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Street drug analysis became a valuable treatment tool
during the ‘Summer of Love’ in 1967 when thousands of
young people flocked to San Francisco's HaightAshbury district and began ‘turning on’ to a variety of
unknown substances including ‘peace pills’
Renfroe & Messinger, 1985, p. 247

Terminology
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•

Street drug identification
Drug safety testing
Street drug analysis
Pill testing
Pill and powder testing
Pill checking
Drug checking
Drug testing
Adulterant screening
Multi agency safety testing

Currently happening in:
• UK
• Spain
• Portugal
• Austria
• Switzerland
• Netherlands
• US
• Canada
• Wales
• Luxembourg
• Slovenia
• Uruguay
• AND MORE+++
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Why drug checking / pill testing?

Where to next in Australia?
Australia has Dr Caldicott’s ACTINOS project (analysis of drugs
associated with emergency presentations in hospital setting) but yet to trial
other service models.
Can we copy service design models from other countries?
But Australia is different:
1. Policing context (vs. Portugal, Netherlands, UK)
2. Drug market differences (comparatively expensive)
Would Australian partygoers surrender a whole pill for testing
– to enable comprehensive quantitative analysis?
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Aims of current study
Main aim – to inform the design of a drug-checking service for
festivalgoers in Australia
1. Which design features of a drug-checking service would be
acceptable to Australian partygoers?
2. Who were willing to surrender a whole pill/capsule/point to
a drug-checking service, a.k.a. ‘donators’?
3. How does acceptability of service design features differed
‘donators’ vs rest of sample?
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Method
• N=851
•
•
•

Australian residents
Attended festival and/or licensed venue after midnight (last 12mo)
Use of psychostimulants and/or hallucinogens (last 12mo)

• Web survey (Apr/May 2016)
• Self-selected sample: through Facebook ads (55%),
snowballing (30%), Global Drug Survey (9%), other (7%)
• Acceptability of service design – ‘would you use a drug
checking service if…’
• Analyses: chi square and multivariable logistic regressions
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The sample (N=851)
Median age 23 years (IQR 20-27, range 18-65); 70% male, 28%
female, 1% transgender/queer.
Lifetime experience
Never used or not in last 12mo
<5 times
5 times +, only in last 12mo
5 times +, started over 12mo ago
Frequency use in last 12mo
none
a few times (less than monthly)
monthly
fortnightly
weekly or more often

Psychostimulants
N=727
1.8
6.2
11.1
80.9
N=851
1.5
45.6
28.4
15.3
9.2

Hallucinogens
N=772
36.1
16.7
5.4
41.7
N=851
32.8
56.2
7.5
2.4
1.2

Either
N=728
0.0 *
5.1
10.9
84.1
N=851
0.0 *
43.5
30.0
16.9
9.8
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Methods used to determine content of drugs (%)
Did not try to determine content in the…
10
Other methods not elsewhere specified
3
More advanced testing provided by a… 3
Colour reagent test kit, administered… 1
Colour reagent test kit, administered…
7
Colour reagent test kit, self administered
16
Any testing including test kits and…
23
Mass media (e.g. if an adulterated pill…
7
User feedback posted to darknet…
10
Advertisements by darknet market…
8
Any darknet information source
12
Pill report websites/forums
Information from dealer/vendor
Information passed on from friends
0
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Actions taken if unknown/suspicious detected (%)
Did something else (n.e.c.)

6

Inquired about possible risks

N=431

17

Threw it away

24

Sold it

6

Did not purchase it (testing occurred…

14

Went to another dealer

24

Told my dealer

27

Warned my friends

51

Consumed the same amount as usual

15

Used less of it

28

Did not consume it at all
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Setting of service (would you use a DC service if…) (%)
Hand-held device for self testing, with
access to laboratory for unidentified
substances (N=834)

94

A service based at clubs or festivals
where health workers operate a testing
device (N=840)

94

A fixed-site service (central location)
where health workers operate a testing
device (N=828)

85

A service that accepts samples by mail
for testing in a laboratory (N=826)
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Wait times / reliability (would you use a DC service if…) (%)
Less than 15 minute wait; reliable for
common drugs but not for unusual ones
or combinations (N=840)

95

Less than 1 hour wait; reliable for
common drugs but not for unusual ones
or combinations (N=840)

80

Up to 1 week wait; greater level of
reliability (N=835)

61

Up to 3 week wait; highest level of
reliability (N=828)

43
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Feedback of results (would you use a DC service if…) (%)
Results were ONLY provided to you,
confidentially (N=842)

97

Results were provided to you AND
released publicly (i.e. on a public website
but you would not be identified) (N=840)

95

Results were NOT provided to you, but
were released on a public website
(N=818)

36

Results were NOT provided to you, but
ONLY the results where an unusual or
highly dangerous substance was…

25

No feedback: Results were neither
released to you nor to the public (N=809)
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Barriers (would you use a DC service if…) (%)
Police supported the service by not
stationing police near or around it (N=846)

97

There was a possibility of arrest by police
for drug use offences (N=851)

6

The test result may not be
comprehensive (e.g. might not identify…

69

The results may not be completely
reliable (N=850

53

You had to provide a whole tablet,
capsule or point (N=851)

33

You had to provide half a tablet, capsule
or point (N=850)

55

You had to provide a scraping of a tablet,
capsule or point (N=849)
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How much would you pay per test? (%)
45

41

40

I would only use the
service if it were free
Up to $5 per test

35
30
25

25

24

Up to $10 per test

20
Up to $20 per test

15
10
5

Up to $50 per test

7
2

0
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Who is willing to donate a whole pill? (33%)

Do service design prefs differ for donators?
Significantly stronger support among donators for:
• Fixed site and mail/web services
• Services with wait time of 1 hr or more
• Feedback options involving posting info to websites
• Testing even if not completely reliable
• Paying more for each test
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Discussion
•
•
•
•
•
•
•

•

Drug-checking feasibility requires police support
Individual feedback of results is required
Shows promise re behavioural changes that reduce harm
A small co-payment may be feasible
Surrender of a whole pill/tab/point is a significant barrier
A 15-30 m wait time with qualitative comprehensive results
at a festival setting is the most broadly appealing design
Offering multiple settings and analytic testing types would
suit different needs of these populations
Limitations: self-selected sample
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Drug-checking services are strongly
supported among this sample of the target
consumer group in Australia, assuming legal
amnesty and individualised feedback.

Thanks to…
• Our anonymous survey respondents
• Global Drug Survey for facilitating recruitment

Please contact me for further information and discussion:
@monicabarratt
m.barratt@unsw.edu.au
0407778938
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